
Basket of Flowers 
Fired-On Images 

Mosaic Table Top Project 



1. Image selected and project sized to fit table top 
using a graphics program. 



2. Sections printed on Plain paper, sections 
laid out  and labeled for guides. 



3. Pattern sections cut up and cut out of clay slab. 
They were dried between plaster board for several
weeks and then bisque fired.



4. After bisque fire the image was resized to fit, 
printed onto clay carbon then traced on bisque 



5. Colored glaze was painted in the lines and  fired 
to recommended temperature



6. Image checked again for size and then **printed onto the Decal paper, 
cut up, soaked in warm water for a minute, slid into place and water 
removed with a brayer over a paper towel

**Read the instructions that come with Fired-On Images Laser Transfer Paper for detailed application instructions 
and decal firing temperatures  which depend on the type of clay and glaze you use. 



7. Decals **applied and fired. Table edging applied, all 
pieces assembled,  glued down and ready for grout. 
Before gluing, extra color was added with china paints and fired again. China paint not 
necessary if  I’d added enough color while glazing) 

**Read the instructions that come with Fired-On Images Laser Transfer Paper for detailed application instructions 
and decal firing temperatures  which depend on the type of clay and glaze you use. 



Grout added and table top finished
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